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Book Reviews 
 

GRANT AND SHERMAN:  THE FRIENDSHIP THAT WON THE CIVIL WAR1 
 

REVIEWED BY MAJOR OLGA M. ANDERSON2 

We can learn from history how past generations thought and acted, how they responded to the demands of 
their time and how they solved their problems.  We can learn by analogy, not by example, for our 

circumstances will always be different than theirs were.  The main thing history can teach us is that human 
actions have consequences and that certain choices, once made, cannot be undone. They foreclose the 

possibility of making other choices and thus they determine future events.3 

 
I.  Introduction 
 
 “In Grant and Sherman:  The Friendship that Won the Civil War, Charles Bracelen Flood effectively retells the 
remarkable story of these two men and their relationship during the Civil War.”4  From the battles of Fort Donelson, Shiloh, 
Vicksburg, and Chattanooga through Sherman’s March to the Sea and Grant’s offenses at the Wilderness, Spotsylvania, and 
Petersburg, Flood illustrates the impact that Grant and Sherman’s friendship had on the Union war effort.5  While a Civil War 
historian might find Flood’s descriptions of military strategy and tactics lacking, the casual reader can easily follow Flood’s 
battlefield descriptions.  Flood also weaves in numerous excerpts from Grant and Sherman’s personal correspondence.  These 
letters further illustrate that the “partnership between these two leaders was unique . . . [and their] way to victory . . . was 
built on the mutual trust that their friendship inspired.”6  Both Flood’s thesis regarding the importance of human dynamics, 
and his descriptions of Grant and Sherman, provide leadership and legal lessons applicable to today’s brigade judge advocate 
(BJA).   

 
 

II.  Leadership Lessons for the BJA 
 
A.  “Delegation is not abdicating responsibility; it is escalating it exponentially.”7   
 

For the majority of the Civil War, Sherman, even when holding a command position, served in a subordinate capacity to 
Grant.8  Sherman excelled under Grant’s leadership style.  Grant did not micromanage Sherman.  Instead, Grant issued 
Sherman broad guidance and then allowed him to develop his own plans on how to best implement that guidance.9  
Additionally, Grant delegated to Sherman sufficient authority to execute each plan.10  For example, in 1864, Grant’s guidance 
to Sherman “was to go for Joe Johnston” while Grant “was to go for Lee.”11  Sherman developed a bold plan to march 
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through the South.12  Despite Grant’s initial reservations with parts of Sherman’s plan, he ultimately agreed with and 
supported it.13   

 
In addition to delegating necessary authority, Grant also provided support when Sherman’s plans failed to yield the 

desired results.14  In late 1864, Sherman drafted a set of overly lenient terms of surrender.15  Although Grant had received 
orders to assume command of Sherman’s unit, he did not.16  Instead, Grant issued Sherman new, clear, concise guidance in 
private and allowed Sherman to renegotiate the terms of surrender.17  The combination of Grant’s leadership style and 
friendship gave Sherman the confidence to accomplish this difficult task.   

 
Like Grant, BJAs must develop their own leadership style.  After transformation, BJAs find themselves placed in a 

leadership position similar to that of a staff judge advocate (SJA), but on a smaller scale.  Not only must BJAs provide legal 
services to the brigade combat team (BCT), but they must also develop junior judge advocates (JAs) and paralegals.  Brigade 
judge advocates must learn to delegate both responsibility and authority in order to handle the numerous legal issues in a 
BCT.  Furthermore, BJAs must expect and accept that mistakes will occur.  The BJA who accepts responsibility for his 
subordinate’s mistakes, who takes appropriate corrective measures to fix such mistakes, and who provides training to prevent 
future mistakes, will foster a positive work environment.  Like Sherman, subordinates repay that style of leadership by being 
loyal, accepting greater responsibilities, and striving to overcome the most difficult of challenges.   
 
 
B.  Remain Objective.  Don’t Go Native 
 

Contrary to Flood’s thesis that Grant and Sherman’s friendship contributed to the Union’s success, the Battle of 
Chattanooga illustrates how their relationship, at points, endangered Union forces.18  By the Battle of Chattanooga, Grant’s 
personal fondness for Sherman was obvious to Grant’s staff.  While Grant was typically businesslike with his subordinates, 
Grant’s staff noted that when Grant “talked to Sherman, he was ‘free, affectionate, and good humored.’”19  This noticeable 
affection for Sherman may have contributed to Grant’s “uncharacteristic hesitation” when he “indecisively delayed a major 
attack”20 during the battle to give “Sherman the chance to win the day.”21  Sherman’s forces were unable to take their 
objective22 and countless Soldiers were either captured or killed.23  When Grant finally allowed another Commander to 
attack, the Union forces prevailed.24  In this battle, Grant’s friendship with Sherman appeared to cause Grant to lose his 
objectivity to the detriment of the overall mission.   
 

Like Grant, BJAs may find that personal attachments to the BCT can impair their objectivity.  The BJA may be tempted 
to “go native.”  After transformation, the BCT, not the office of the staff judge advocate (OSJA), is responsible for providing 
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administrative and logistical support to the brigade legal team.25  In other words, the BCT feeds, shelters, transports, 
evaluates, and provides camaraderie to the brigade legal team.26  The brigade commander is the primary client.  Situations 
may arise where the BCT and division have differing intents for a specific legal matter.  The BJA may be tempted to 
advocate the BCT’s position out of a sense of loyalty.  However, the BJA should attempt to remain neutral and give 
consideration to the Division’s viewpoint.  Since the OSJA remains the legal advisor to the general court martial convening 
authority, the BJA who remains objective and understands the interests of both the brigade and division, will ultimately serve 
his client more effectively. 
 
 
III.  Legal Lessons for BJAs 
 
A.  Military Justice:  Be Prepared to Serve Commanders in the Field 
 
 

Maintaining good order and discipline is fundamental to the success of any military unit.  When Grant first assumed 
command of the Twenty-first Illinois Brigade, he had “eleven days in which to turn [the] insubordinate mob into a unit.”27  
Several of Grant’s first orders highlight his emphasis on military justice.  General Orders No. 5 prohibited fraternization 
between officers and Soldiers.28  General Orders No. 8 required all personnel to behave as Soldiers when in camp and as 
gentlemen when outside the camp.29  Soldiers who violated acceptable norms were punished swiftly.30   

 
The importance of good order and discipline remains a constant between Grant’s tenure in command and today’s 

military.31  Therefore, military justice remains a primary duty for BJAs.  Commanders expect JAs to resolve military justice 
matters swiftly and with minimal impact on their units.32  To accomplish this task, BJAs must be able to process military 
justice actions as far forward as Soldiers are deployed.33  However, BJAs cannot ignore the plethora of legal issues likely to 
arise from rear provisional units.34  The BCT paralegal noncommissioned officer in charge (NCOIC) and the BJA must 
develop an internal manning plan that effectively divides both talent and personnel between forward and rear units.  By 
ensuring that military justice matters, from both forward and rear units, are resolved efficiently, the BJA allows commanders 
to focus on other critical aspects of their mission.35   
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B.  Operational Law:  In the Absence of Law, Understand Policy 
 

Both Grant and Sherman realized that “military matters were intertwined with politics.”36  By 1864, the U.S. civilian 
population was growing tired of the war and the ever increasing number of casualties.37  Politicians understood the potential 
impact of anti-war sentiments on the upcoming presidential election.38  Therefore, some strategic military decisions required 
political approval.39  To be effective commanders, Grant and Sherman had to be cognizant of not only the close fight, which 
was engaging the enemy on the battlefield, but also of the deep fight, which was garnering and maintaining public support.  
Grant and Sherman spent time on the close fight, by developing plans, observing battles, and directing reactions to the 
enemy’s actions; and they spent time on the deep fight, by keeping abreast of news and current events.40   

 
Operational law issues occasionally involve the implementation and interpretation of policy rather than the strict 

application of the law.41  As a member of the commander’s personal staff,42 the BJA serves as a counselor to the commander 
and is subject to rules of professional responsibility.43  To provide counsel on operational law issues, the BJA must first be 
able to spot the issue, which requires being integrated with the brigade staff.  Next, the BJA must be able to make appropriate 
recommendations.  As a counselor, the BJA should consider the second and third order effects of each potential 
recommendation.44  Recommending appropriate and effective solutions requires the BJA to take time, like Grant and 
Sherman, to keep abreast of current events from the local, national, and international levels.   
 
 
C.  Administrative Law:  Investigations and the Deployed BJA 
 

By the time Sherman marched his unit through the South, from Atlanta to Savannah, most of his Soldiers were combat 
veterans.45  Sherman used these Soldiers to wage “war upon everything in his path, [including] the countryside itself.”46  At 
times, their actions may have blurred the line between lawful foraging and illegal pillaging.47  While Sherman did support 
some of his unit’s destruction of civilian infrastructure, he also “drew a line” beyond which he considered conduct criminal.  
Some of the actions taken by his Soldiers became “the subject of endless argument and investigation.”48   

 
Similarly, BJAs must always be attuned to the conduct of Soldiers within the BCT and be prepared to provide the 

commander with an honest, candid recommendation of when to initiate an investigation.  While it is true that “99.9 percent, 
[of Soldiers] serve with honor, there are a small number of individuals who sometimes choose the wrong path.”49  As the 
conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq lengthen and individual Soldiers rotate through their second, third, or fourth combat tours, 
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the potential for misconduct appears to increase.50  Complete, thorough, and timely investigations serve as a shield to protect 
the majority of Soldiers who do the right thing and as a potential sword against the minority of Soldiers who commit 
misconduct.  Brigade judge advocates should help foster a command climate that accepts investigations as a means of 
bringing transparency to the unit’s activities.  The BJA must be willing to question reports that appear inaccurate or 
implausible.51  Finally, the BJA must maintain high standards so investigations, which can number one a day at the brigade 
level, are thorough enough to withstand scrutiny from superior commands, the media, and other JAs who may use the 
investigation as the basis for future adverse action. 

 
 

D.  Legal Assistance:  Meaningful Work for the Deployed BJA 
 

At times, it may be easy to forget that Soldiers, before they joined the military, while they are in the military, and after 
they retire, are members of a family other than the military.52  Flood devotes several passages to portraying both Grant and 
Sherman as devoted husbands and fathers.53  Both men had a son who was a frequent visitor to their respective front line 
headquarters.54  Both leaders valued correspondence with their wives.55  Family support provided each leader an additional 
measure of strength to confront and overcome professional challenges.56   
 

Similarly, in today’s military, family members can keep Soldiers grounded.  While family support can help Soldiers 
remain mission-focused, the existence of legal issues at home “often [has] a negative impact on a service member’s 
performance of duty and morale, regardless of rank.”57  Therefore, BJAs must provide accessible, responsive legal assistance 
to deployed Soldiers.58   
 
 
IV.  Conclusion 
 

Understanding “history is a combat multiplier.”59  Flood illustrates that there is more to military history than strategy and 
tactics.  Flood focuses on the impact that human dynamics and personal relationships can have on the battlefield.  Amidst the 
other leadership and legal lessons in Flood’s work, the basic premise of Grant and Sherman’s friendship reminds the reader 
of the importance of friends and mentors.  Having experienced the value of their friendship, both Grant and Sherman “knew 
that the other made him more than what he was before they met.”60  Therefore, at its core, this work reminds BJAs of the 
importance of developing a friend or mentor who will help them develop as a Soldier and lawyer.   
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